
Invacare®            

Action® 1NG

Simple, robust and efficient!
The Invacare® Action®1NG, although made of steel, remains a 
lightweight wheelchair of exceptional quality. The rigidizer blocks, 
commonly used with the Action® Family range, make the product 
extremely stable and, consequently, very easy to propel.

The Action®1NG is available in standard configurations for immediate 
delivery, but Invacare also offers a wide range of accessories to 
meet the differing clinical needs of users and carers for optimal, 
everyday use.

So if you’re looking for a high quality wheelchair that’s practical, 
economical and convenient, then look no further than the 
Action®1NG.

Code: CN154XXXX
(Refer to customer service for the code size you require)



Invacare®           

Action® 1NG

Benefits
Cross compatible to suit every need

The Invacare® Action®1NG shares multiple components with other wheelchairs from the 
Action®NG Family, including brakes, wheels, legrest assortment, cane holder and drip stand. 
That means you can adapt your Action®1 to fully meet the user needs. Enabling the sharing of 
common components reduces the complexity of handling, prescribing and adjusting the product.

Manoeuvrable, and easy to transport and store

The Action®1 has been designed for optimal manoeuvrability, whether being pushed or self-
propelled, indoor or out. It even remains mobile in tight spaces or crowded areas because of its 
modest dimensions and compact frame. Plus, thanks to it’s single crossbar system, compactness 
and quick release rear wheels axles, the Action®1NG is easy to handle, transport and store. 
Simply take off the rear wheels and fold it away.

Simple to customize

The Action®1NG is available in both transit and self propulsion versions to accommodate 
individual needs. The wheelchair can easily be adjusted to the user morphology. A wide range 
of accessories is available to enhance patient’s comfort and customize the chair to their specific 
requirements.

transit version 
A transit version is 
available with 12” solid 
rear wheels for dependent 
users.

Features and options

Legrest 
Fixed 80o Legrest.

Front castors 
8” x 1.3/8” solid.

Break lever 
The folding lever of push 
to lock brakes makes 
transfer easier.

Detachable swing-away 
armrest 
Fixed height desk 
(240mm).

technical Data

Warranty:
2 years frame & crossbraces. 
Limited 1 year components.

All product dimensions are in millimetres to apply EN 
12183 standards. For more pre-sales information about this 
wheelchair, please consult the www.invacare.com website. 
It can be found under the section Low Active Wheelchairs 
/ Action1 / Sales & Images in the product catalogue. For 
information about typical user description, intended use, 
adjustments and transportation, please refer to the user 
guide.

Frame Colour

Night Blue

Upholstery

Black Nylon

 40.5, 45.5, 51 cm 42.5 cm 3° 55 cm 0°  41 cm 80 / 0o to 80o

     

 33 - 45.5 cm   24 cm  Self Propel +21.5/20.5cm Self Propel 31.5/30.5cm Self Propel 104.5/108.5 Self Propel 81.5/85.5 86.5/91.5cm
   Transit +17.5 cm Transit 26.5 cm Transit 69.5cm Transit 69.5
     (inc footrest)

 127 kg  Self Propel 16.5/18.5/ Self Propel 10.5/11.5/
  18.8kg 12.9kg
  Transit 16.3kg Transit 14.6kg



Invacare®            

Action® 2NG

the next generation has arrived

The all-new Action 2NG has been developed from the tried-and-
tested Action 3NG concept.

With new cutomisation features such as depth-adjustable seat 
upholstery, the specifications meet the basic needs of the users 
while offering greater adjustability.  The next generation Action 2NG 
shares the same essential platform as the Action 3NG, offering 
a low total weight for easy handling combined with good driving 
abilities. Due to the shared use of common components, the Action 
2NG fits perfectly into the Action family.

Code: BQ152XXXX
(Refer to customer service for the code size you require)



Benefits
Light and comfortable

With a weight of just 15kg, the Invacare® Action 2NG fulfills all essential functional requirements. 
The stable folding frame means the wheelchair is easy to handle, and the light weight makes 
transportation trouble-free. Cross-compatibility with other members of the Action family ensures 
that the Action 2NG can be easily adapted to meet individual user needs.

Quality of life

The tried-and-tested technology of the Action  family products allow the user to go wherever they 
desire. Cross-compatibility with Action 3NG make  this an ideal, basic, fleet product. 

Swing in and out footrest
The 80o footrest swings in and 
out for easy transfers in or out of 
the chair.

neW Depth-adjustable seat 
upholstery
Decrease seat depth by 50mm 
for customised seat size.

Features

technical Data

Warranty:
2 years frame & crossbraces. 
Limited 1 year components.

* Our wheelchairs comply above ISO standards 
and with ISO 10542, and have additional features 
providing increased levels of occupant security 
and safety whilst travelling in a motor vehicle. 
Wheelchair users should however transfer to the 
vehicle seat and use the vehicle installed restraint 
system whenever it is feasible.

Invacare®           

Action® 2NG

Adjustable center of gravity
The Axle position can be adjusted 
in height by 5cm.

Frame Colour

Black

Upholstery

Black Nylon

 41, 45, 48 cm  40 & 43 cm 80° / 0° - 80° 48.5 cm 7° / 0 - 30°* 43 cm 35 - 48 cm  

 26 cm 58.5 - 68.5 cm  41 cm  95 - 109 cm 82 / 84.5 cm 93.5 cm  max. 125 kg

 16.2kg Self Propel 
 14.9kg Transit

* Requires reclining back canes.



Invacare®            

Action® 3NG

Greater driving performance

The Invacare® Action®3NG has been re-designed to ensure 
greater driving performance; a lightweight frame and high 
quality components make for easy rolling and manoeuvrability.  
An appealing ‘next generation’ design together with improved 
functionalities in terms of stability and comfort means that the 
Action®3NG  marks the rebirth of our flagship product in style.

Codes: CS155XXXX or A3LD-xxXxx L or R
            (Refer to customer service for the code size you require)



Benefits
Functionality

Invacare® always seeks to innovate. The Action®3NG introduces a new cross bar with a folding 
mechanism under the seat which improves stability and makes folding and unfolding even easier.  
Together with a new-style footplate, the Action®3 is a great choice for all-round maximum comfort.

Durability

Adaptable and modular, the Action®3NG accommodates progressive changes in user needs. It is 
also simple to refurbish, with a wide range of options. This model is a great example of a second-
generation wheelchair, with a proven track record behind it. 

transportable

With a low transfer weight and foldable backrest, the Action®3NG is easy to fold and to dismantle, 
making it easily transportable in a small car.

Features

technical Data

Warranty:
2 years frame & crossbraces. 
Limited 1 year components.

* Our wheelchairs comply above ISO standards 
and with ISO 10542, and have additional features 
providing increased levels of occupant security 
and safety whilst travelling in a motor vehicle. 
Wheelchair users should however transfer to the 
vehicle seat and use the vehicle installed restraint 
system whenever it is feasible.

Invacare®           

Action® 3NG

14kg weight
The total weight of 
14kg addresses the 
need for improved 
handling, storage and 
transportation. The 
lowest transportation 
weight (without 
legrest, armrest and 
rear wheels) is 7.6 kg.

Brake and Brake 
extension
Fold the brake 
handle for easier side 
transfers.

Length 
compensating leg 
support
New option elevating 
legrest offers optimal 
length compensation 
with the elevation 
stepped in approx. 3 – 
5 degrees.

Footrest
The proven design of 
the swing in / swing 
out footrest has an 
easy-to-operate quick 
release mechanism.

20 rear wheel 
positions
Driving performance is 
enhanced with a 
choice of 20 rear 
wheel positions as 
standard. Users can 
set the rear wheel to 
Standard, Medium, 
Active or Amputee 
position.

Magnesium castor 
attachment
A castor attachment 
provides ease of 
angle adjustment 
and enhanced 
support. The use 
of the magnesium 
attachment reduces 
the weight of the chair 
by almost 400 gram.

 40.5, 45.5, 51 cm 40.5, 45.5, 51 cm 80° / 0° - 80° 38.5, 41, 43.5, 46,  0° / 7° / 0° - 30°  40, 43, 51 cm 35 - 48 cm
    48.5, 51 cm /– 6° - +24°  34 - 47 cm

 20 - 23 - 26 cm,  58.5 - 68.5 cm  sw+ 20.5 cm 100 cm 72 - 85 cm 81.5 - 102 cm max. 125 kg
 24 cm, 19 - 29.5 cm

 14.2kg Self Propel 7.6 kg (without armrest,
 13.5kg Transit footrest & rearwheels)

Frame Colour

Anthracite Black

Upholstery

Black Nylon



®

A wheelchair that grows with the child 

Invacare Action3 Junior is a lightweight, foldable paediatric 
wheelchair designed for children aged between 3 and 15 years. 
Action3 Junior has been developed to match the individual needs 
of the child and can grow as they grow. Because a child’s needs 
will change the Action3 Junior offers a large range of options 
to accompany the child in their development and to provide the 
necessary clinical support. The  Action3 Junior comes in attractive, 
modern styles, designed to appeal to kids.

Codes: A3JRSP-EVO (Self-Propel)
 A3JRTR-EVO (Tranist)

Invacare®

Action®3 Junior®

 AD D-ON DRIVE
C O M P A T I B L E

compatible*



Grow with Invacare Action3 Junior

As children grow and develop, a key feature of a children’s 
wheelchair is that it can be adjusted to accommodate the 
child’s individual growth and needs. With the Invacare 
Action3 Junior, the width of the seat and backrest can be 
adjusted, as can the height of the arm and footrests.  

An individual fit with extensive size combinations

When choosing a paediatric wheelchair, a key factor is 
ensuring a perfect and comfortable fit for the child. The 
Action3 Junior comes in one of the most extensive ranges 
of size combinations with seat width from 205 to 380 
mm, offering the right fit for all children, from toddlers to 
teenagers.

Customise your chair!

A wide range of options is available on the Action3 Junior 
to meet every child need in term of comfort and positioning. 
In addition the child can customize his wheelchair and 
appropriate it thanks to the wide range of frame colours, 
spoke guards and other options.

Seat-width adjustment
The seat width of the chassis 
can be adjusted with an 
innovative telescopic crossbar 
over 4 seat positions from 205 
to 380 mm.

Upholstery adjustment
As the chassis is made wider, 
so the upholstery on the back 
and on the seat of the chair 
can be made wider with Velcro 
flaps.

table tray
In addition to the standard 
slide-on table tray, we offer 
a swing-away tray which can 
easily be folded away.
Code: 1492956 - Acrylic

Spoke guard
Four different types of spoke 
guards are offered to match the 
different wheelchair colours and 
tastes. (#4 = transparent)
Code: 1556990

Front stabilizer kit
A front stabilizer kit is available 
to increase forward stability 
for active children who are 
likely to climb all over the 
wheelchair and be especially 
energetic when propelling the 
wheelchair.
Code: 1531160

Features and options

Adjustable seat height and 
balance
For improved driving performance 
and different height options, the 
rear wheel can be mounted in 20 
different positions. 

Invacare®

Action®3 Junior®



Abduction legrest position
A 30° abduction position is 
possible with 80° hangers.

transit Version
We also provide a transit 
version, with a seat height of 
460 mm and 12” plastic rear 
wheels.

hangers
➀ 90° hanger, ➁ 80° hanger 
and ➂ elevating legrest 
adjustable from 0° to 80° are 
available.
Codes: Refer to Script Form

Cushion
A 50 mm bi-density foam 
cushion is available and follow 
depth adjustment of the seat 
upholstery.

➀ ➁ ➂

Front wheel assortment
3 different types of front wheels 
are available:  ➀5" x 1 ¾" solid 
tyre and ➁ 5" x 1" solid tyre.
Codes: Refer to Script Form

➀ ➁

ergonomic push handles
The push handles can be 
adapted to all kinds of backrests 
and are adjustable in a variety 
of ways. A width-adjustable 
back brace can be added (or 
used on its own) to make the 
backrest more rigid. It can 
also be utilized as a headrest 
support, ensuring greater user 
comfort.
Codes: Refer to Script Form

Features and options

Armrests
Removable and height adjustable 
desk ➀ and junior ➁ armrests as 
well as skirt- ➂ and mudguards 
➃ are available.
Codes: Refer to Script Form

➀

➁

➂

➃



Invacare®

Action®3 Junior®

technical data

Frame colours

Sapphire BlueDark Red

Upholstery

Black Nylon

Please note colors may vary slightly from those displayed here.

 20.5 / 23/25.5 /  20 - 25 / 20 - 30 /  1.5° / 5° / 8.5° 40 / 43.5 / 46 cm 0° / 7° / 0° - 30° 35 - 43 cm 80° / 90° /
 28 / 30.5 /33 /  30 - 35 / 27.5 - 32.5 /      0° - 80°
 35.5 / 38 cm 32.5 - 37.5 cm

 12.5 - 45 cm 15 - 25 / 18 - 28 cm + 19 / + 17* cm 31.5 / 27* cm 74 - 96.5 mm 51 - 74 cm 87 - 113 cm

 80kg 15 / 14.5* kg 8.5 / 12* kg

   

 All product dimensions are in millimetres to apply EN 12183 standards. 
For more pre-sales information about this wheelchair, please consult the 
www.invacare.eu.com website. It can be found under the section Pediatric 
Wheelchairs / Action3Junior / Sales and Images in the product catalogue. 
For information about typical user description, intended use, adjustments and 
transportation, please refer to the user guide.

* Transit Version

Standard Colours


